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LETTERS TO THE EDITORS 
The Editors do not hold themselves reapwunbk 
for opinions ~eased by their correspondents. 
No notice is taken of anonymous communications 

The Horizon of the Steady-State 
Universe 

IN a reply1 in Nature of February 26 to Mr. T. 
Gold, "The Writer of the Article" quotes statements 
by me• and by Mr. Gold that at first sight seem to 
contradict one another. Actually there is no con
tradiction, as I shall show. 

First, a word about the 'time' used in cosmology. 
It was pointed out many years ago by Weyl that the 
world-lines of the galaxies seem to be distributed 
in space-time in such a way that a family of three
dimensional surfaces can be drawn orthogonal to 
them. In such a case, a time co-ordinate can be 
chosen so that the orthogonal surfaces are surfaces 
of constant time. With this choice, 'time' is equiva
lent to 'interval' measured along the world-lines of 
the galaxies (taken for simplicity to be point masses). 
This is the 'universal time' of all modern cosmologies, 
and this is the meaning to be attached to 'time' in 
this communication. 

According to the geometry of the steady-state 
universe, space-time can be divided into two parts 
by a critical surface (not a surface of constant time). 
Our own world-line is entirely contained by one of 
the two regions. I shall refer to this region as being 
'inside' the critical surface, and to the other region 
as lying 'outside'. A pulse of light from any event 
inside the critical surface can be detected by an 
observer using idealized instruments (that is, instru
ments that detect an infinitesimal amount of energy), 
the observer being stationed on our world-line and 
the observations being made in our past, present, 
or future, according to the particular event in ques
tion. In contrast, events occurring outside the critical 
surface are in principle unobservable, not only in the 
present but also over the whole of our world-line, past 
and future. The critical surface thus separates the 
events that are in principle observable from those 
events that a.re in principle unobservable. In my 
paper•, the interior of the critical surface was called 
our observable universe, or simply the observable . 
universe. In making this definition I placed 'observ
able universe' in inverted commas, as a precaution 
against the words being used away from their 
definition. 

It may be noted that the corresponding critical 
surface for an observer in another galaxy is different 
from our critical surface, and the observable universe 
(according to my definition) is different too. 

The world-lines of receding galaxies intersect our 
critical surface. Consider the world-line of one such 
galaxy. It intersects our critical surface at a particular 
time, t 0 say, and it does so in such a way that the 
past section of its world-line (times t < t 0) ~ies ins~de 
our observable universe--the future section lymg 
outside. We may express this by saying that for 
t < t 0 the galaxy lies within the observable uni~erse; 
but at t 0 it passes outside the observable uruverse. 
This explains what I meant• by saying that rece~g 
galaxies pass out of the observable universe (t 0 varies, 
of course, from one galaxy to another). 

Now a pulse of light emitted by a particular 
galaxy at a time before t0 does not reach us_ at 
the moment of emission, since a period of time 

elapses while the light is travelling to us. This 
period depends on the moment of emission, and it 
does so in such a way as to tend to infinity as the 
moment of emission tends to t0 • It follows, therefore, 
that even at a time t > t 0 , we may still be detecting 
signals from the galaxy ; but they mu3t be from events 
that occurred before t 0 • Thus even though at time 
t > t 0 the galaxy lies outside the 'observable universe', 
we may still be receiving signals from events that 
occurred before t 0 • This explains what Mr. Gold 
meant in his communication by saying that there is 
no la.st moment in our reception of signals from a 
galaxy, although there is a last moment, namely, t 0 , 

at which signals must start on their journey if they 
are ever to reach us. 

It may be worth noting that to continue indefinitely 
receiving signals from a galaxy an observer must be 
equipped with idealized instruments. Peculiar situa
tions would a.rise in everyday life if such instruments 
existed in actuality. It would be possible, for 
example, to observe the actions of a man long dead 
(trap light from events in the man's life inside a box 
with perfectly reflecting walls ; then release as and 
when required). 

A galaxy 'dies' so far as we are concerned at 
time t 0, in the sense that its future cannot be observed 
by us. But we can still keep on observing events in 
the past history of the galaxy, because these events 
a.re 'bottled-up' in space-time to a degree that depends 
on the transit time of light. 

St. John's College, 
Cambridge. 
March 15. 
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F. HOYLE 

A Radio Survey of the Great Loop in 
Cygnus 

DURING the past few years, intense radio sources 
have been identified with galactic nebulosities in 
Ta.urus1 (the Crab Nebula), Ca.ssiopeia.2, Puppis•, 
Gemini' (I.0.443) and Auriga.5• One of these five 
objects (I.0.443) bears a marked resemblance to the 
Great Loop in Cygnus, and it has been suggested• 
that the latter may also be a radio source. The Loop 
comprises the well-known Network nebulre N.G.O. 
6960 and N.G.0.6992-5, together with several other 
patches of nebulosity. A rough sketch of the brighter 
parts of the system is shown in Fig. 1. . 

A radio survey of the Loop has been made with 
the 218-ft. fixed paro.boloid at J odrell Bank, opera.ting 
at 92·5 Mc./s. At this frequency the paraboloid has 
a beam-width of a.bout 3° between points of half
power. The results of the survey disclosed the 
existence of a radio source with the co-ordinates and 
intensity given in Table 1. 

Table 1. DA.TA ON RA.DIO SOURCB (EPOCH 1950) 
Right ascension 20h. 49m. 30s. ± lm. 30s. 
DecUnation N. 29° 50' ± 1° 
Intensity 220 ± 100 x 10-11 watts m.-• (c./s.)-1 at 92·5 Mc./s. 

The zenith angle of the source is about 23° at 
J odrell Bank and it lies at the edge of the field of 
view of the large paraboloid. At these large zenith 
angles the elevation and shape of the_ beam a.re unce~
tain, and hence there may be considerable errors m 
the observed values of declination and intensity. 
However, in the present case it was possible to check 
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